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Abstract

A single Yakutian octahedral diamond, displaying striking internal growth structure whereby cubic and octahedral growth

sectors are inter-grown and surrounded by an octahedral rim, has been analysed for carbon and nitrogen isotopic compositions

(by secondary ion mass spectrometry, SIMS), and for nitrogen concentration (by SIMS and Fourier transform infrared

spectroscopy, FTIR) and nitrogen aggregation state (by FTIR). A graphite ‘‘seed’’ inclusion identified within the diamond is

enriched in K, Ca, Ti, Rb, and Sr, providing evidence that the diamond may have grown from a carbonate melt/fluid interacting

with upper mantle rocks. Carbon and nitrogen isotope compositions become progressively heavier from the core region

(y13C =� 7xto � 5xand y15N =� 3x) towards the inner rim zones (y13C =� 3xand y15N= + 8.9xto + 5x) of the

diamond. Nitrogen concentration and aggregation measurements show corresponding decreases that generally correlate with the

isotopic variation. These systematic changes within the core and intermediate regions of the diamond are consistent with their

formation during diamond growth from CO2-rich fluids as a continuous event, accompanied by slight progressive isotopic

fractionation of carbon and nitrogen. However, the observed isotope and nitrogen abundance trends differ from those predicted

from thermodynamic modelling of fluid–solid equilibria in a C–N–O–H-bearing system due to changes in parameters such as

fO2
.Within the diamond octahedral rim region, grown by a layer by layer mechanism, nonsystematic variations in nitrogen

abundance, nitrogen aggregation, and nitrogen and carbon isotope ratios were observed. Several interpretations are given for

this phenomenon, including kinetic effects during growth of the diamond rim under different conditions from those of the core-

intermediate regions; or rapidly changing fluid sources during the growth; or post-growth processes of nitrogen aggregation. No

fractionation of nitrogen isotopes between cubic and octahedral growth zones was identified within the diamond, in contrast to

the fractionation phenomena found in synthetic diamonds of mixed growth. Our results illustrate the potential C–N isotopic

variation within individual diamonds and highlight the need for more studies of this type if the origin of isotopic variations in

diamond suites is to be understood.
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1. Introduction and aims

The carbon and nitrogen isotope compositions of

diamonds offer great potential in determining the

source of carbon and the types of media from which

diamonds grow (Deines, 1980; Galimov, 1984).

However, despite a wealth of data, strong disagree-

ments persist about both these factors. The contro-

versy centres around the origin of the large isotopic

variability of the global diamond database; y13C
varies over 38x, y15N varies over 34x.

Deines (1980) and Javoy (1997) have suggested

that this global isotopic variability of diamonds is a

result of heterogeneities in the primordial carbon and

nitrogen from which the diamonds grew. In contrast,

Galimov (1991), Javoy et al. (1986) and Cartigny et

al. (1998a,b) have argued that isotopic fractionation

during growth is the dominant process producing

isotopic variability between different diamonds.

Others who believe in diamond origin via recycling

of crustal carbon (e.g., Kirkley et al., 1991; Navon,

1999) relate the isotopic spectrum of diamonds to the

variability of recycled material and mixing processes

during subduction.

The traditional approach to the isotopic analysis

of diamonds is to perform bulk analyses of individ-

ual diamonds. While this approach has provided

much valuable data, it is limited in terms of not

characterising potential isotopic variation within

individual diamonds that may reveal processes

occurring during their growth. With some exceptions

(Javoy et al., 1984; van Heerden, 1993), most

investigations of isotopic variation within diamonds

have focussed on ‘‘coated’’ diamonds (Swart et al.,

1983; Boyd et al., 1987, 1992). The regular octahe-

dral cores and surrounding fibrous coats of coated

diamonds represent extreme examples of different

mechanisms and environments of their growth. The

differences of 4x in carbon isotope composition

found between core and coat have been interpreted

as the result of Rayleigh distillation (Swart et al.,

1983) or fractionation of carbon isotopes during

growth (Galimov, 1984). Much more striking iso-

topic variations in nitrogen have been observed for

differing crystallographic growth zones (cubic ver-

sus octahedral) in synthetic diamonds (Boyd et al.,

1988). In spite of the different mechanisms of

growth for cubic zones in synthetic and natural

diamonds (Pal’yanov et al., 1997), it is still unclear

whether such large-magnitude, growth-induced iso-

tope fractionations can take place in nature between

octahedral and cubic zones. To investigate these

possibilities, detailed studies of the C and N isotopic

variations within individual diamonds with respect to

their growth forms, age, and crystallography are

needed.

Recently, relatively precise in-situ measurement

techniques using secondary ion mass spectrometry

(SIMS) have been developed for carbon (Wilding

and Harte, 1990; Harte and Otter, 1992; Harte et al.,

1999; Fitzsimons et al., 1999) and also for com-

bined carbon plus nitrogen isotope measurements

(Hauri et al., 1999, in press). These developments

offer great potential for improving our understand-

ing of the causes of carbon and nitrogen isotope

variations in diamonds, and hence providing better

constraints on diamond origin, growth, and evolu-

tion.

Studies of Yakutian diamonds have revealed a

great variety of internal growth morphologies

between individual diamonds and also within single

diamonds (Bulanova, 1995). This variation may be

a reflection of changing environments during

growth and hence makes the samples attractive

targets for in-situ isotopic measurement (Hauri et

al., 1999). In this paper we have focussed on a

detailed, integrated study of a single diamond from

the Mir kimberlite pipe, Yakutia, that displays

stunning cubo-octahedral sectorial zonation. This

internal growth zonation provides an ideal opportu-

nity to investigate potential crystallographic controls

on carbon and nitrogen isotope variation in the light

of the variation observed within a synthetic dia-

mond by Boyd et al. (1988). The diamond we have

studied, 1137, has been characterised using catho-

doluminescence (CL), FTIR and SIMS. These tech-

niques allow nondestructive, in-situ characterisation

of the diamond at the 10- to 30-Am scale of lateral

spatial resolution. The ability of both FTIR and

SIMS techniques to determine N abundances allows

a comparison of measurements using these methods

which sample greatly different integrated depth-

scales. A preliminary FTIR study of this specimen

has been made by Griffin et al. (1995) and photo-

luminescence observations have been reported by

Beskrovanov (1992).
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2. Diamond external and internal morphology

Diamond 1137 from the Mir kimberlite pipe, Yaku-

tia, is a colourless step-layered octahedron of 2-mm

diameter, containing a black central inclusion. Bire-

fringence (BR) and photoluminescence imaging of the

whole diamond display an excellent example of secto-

rial cubo-octahedral growth in the central and inter-

mediate regions succeeded by simple octahedral

growth in the rim zone. The unusual internal structure

of the stone was revealed even more clearly in a central

‘‘plate’’ made by mechanical polishing through the

centre of the diamond, the resultant ‘‘plate’’ being

slightly inclined to the dodecahedral plane (Fig. 1).

CL images of both sides of the plate are not identical,

indicating that the central position of the zoned secto-

rial structure is closer to one side of the plate (Fig. 1a)

than the other (Fig. 1b). In the central section of the

diamond parallel to (110), the octahedral growth zones

are essentially orthogonal to the plate surfaces and

coherent through the plate for the Infra Red measure-

ments (Fig. 1a). Compared with the octahedral growth

zones, the cubic sectors have more complicated posi-

tions: two lobes located along the long diagonal of the

plate are approximately orthogonal to the surface of

plate, but they have no manifestation on the other side

of the relatively thick plate. Two other cubic sectors

located along the small diagonal are inclined at 45j to

the surface of both sides of the diamond plate (Fig.

1a,b). Three main regions of the diamond are defined

as described below, within which additional fine

structures can be discerned.

Fig. 1. (a) Cathodoluminescence (CL) image of central plate of Mir diamond 1137 polished along a dodecahedral plane. The central region has a

cubo-octahedroidal shape (light-grey cubic lobes and dark-grey octahedral sectors on the image). The intermediate region consists of cubic

sectors (white on photo) and octahedral zones (dark grey on the photo); the rim area is composed of octahedral zones (black peripheral zone with

narrow grey zone inside). Two black spots in the centre are marks on the diamond surface from ion microprobe beam; magnification � 40. (b)

CL image of the other side of the 1137 diamond plate. Cubic sectors are revealed only along the short diagonal of the plate; the same

magnification. (c) SEM CL image of saw-tooth-like texture in the right upper octahedral corner of diamond plate 1137 (see Fig. 1a). The texture

appears as an interpenetrating structure along the cuboidal surface and during the next stage of growth these ‘‘negative pits’’ covering the cubic

faces developed into pyramidal-shaped ones; magnification� 80. (d) SEM CL image of the core region of diamond 1137 showing details of the

central cross structure. The boundary of the octahedral zones (ends of the four dark-grey sectors) are flat, but cubic ‘‘paleo-faces’’ (ends of the

four light-grey sectors) display a negative relief in agreement with their mechanism of growth; magnification � 90.
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2.1. Core region

A crystallographically complex diamond core 550

Am across surrounds a black central inclusion (Figs.

1d and 2) and is composed of cubic and octahedral

sectors in almost equal proportions with the growth

rate of cubic sectors slightly decreased. The resulting

shape of growth of the core region is an isometric

cubo-octahedron, formed by layered octahedral zones

showing blue CL and hummocky cubic lobes with

weak green-blue CL. Thus, the mechanism of growth

of the core inner zone was mixed: faceted (layer by

layer) for octahedral zones and unfaceted (hum-

mocky) for cubic sectors (Moore and Lang, 1972).

The interfaces of the octahedral zones are flat and

smooth. The paleo-faces defining the cubic sectors are

not flat but are crystallographic surfaces displaying

negative relief with hummocky surfaces because each

cuboid face has only an average orientation in a cube

direction (Moore, 1985; Fig. 1d). Therefore, it is more

fitting to use the term cuboido-octahedron for this

core diamond region.

2.1.1. Central inclusion—‘‘seed’’

The location of a black inclusion (50-Am width)

exactly in the growth centre of the crystal suggests

that it was a seed-mineral for diamond nucleation,

which is a common feature of Yakutian diamonds

(Varshavsky, 1968). Electron microprobe analysis

with the beam focused under the surface failed to

detect the presence of any major element, indicating

that this inclusion is almost certainly graphite. The

frequent presence of graphite as a central inclusion in

Yakutian diamonds has been shown by Bulanova et al.

(1986) and Bulanova (1995).

Various observations have shown that such type of

graphite is primary and not a product of late-stage

graphitisation of the host diamond. The shape of the

graphites (hexagonal plates) and their common posi-

tion exactly in the growth centre of the host diamonds

indicate their syn- or even protogenetic nature and

their seed role for diamond nucleation. X-ray micro-

diffraction of these central graphite inclusions reveal

them to be of monocrystalline structure (Bulanova et

al., 1979), in contrast with the polycrystalline epige-

netic graphite aggregates developed in diamond

cracks during the late graphitisation processes. Pro-

ton-microprobe analysis of the central inclusion in

1137 (also focusing the beam into the inclusion below

the surface) showed a significant amount of K, Ca, Ti,

Cr, Fe, Ni, Rb, and Sr (Bulanova et al., 1998). It is

unclear whether these elements are impurities in the

graphite matrix or are separate micro-phases. High

abundances of K, Ca, Ti, Rb, and Sr are typically

associated with carbonate melt/fluid and the presence

of such melt (fluid) has been identified as a compo-

nent of inclusion-seeds in many diamonds from

Yakutian kimberlites (Bulanova et al., 1986, 1998).

2.2. Intermediate region

The growth shape of the intermediate region (width

500 Am) is also cuboido-octahedral (Figs. 1a and 2)

and its growth mechanism was mixed, as for the central

region. Octahedral zones have the same blue CL

colour, but cubic lobes show a bright yellow-green

CL colour. The rapid change of growth rate in the cubic

zones is documented by their sharply variable widths

(Figs. 1a and 2). The size of the cubic sectors doubles,

indicating a sudden slowing of growth rate, most

probably caused by selectively absorbed impurities.

During the last stages of growth of the intermediate

zone, the morphology changed from cuboido-octahe-

dral to octahedral. The mechanism of this transforma-

Fig. 2. Computer-enhanced CL image of 1137 central diamond plate

slightly repolished after FTIR measurements. The rim zone is

revealed in the upper right corner. Three main growth regions,

crystallographic directions and lines of traverses made by SIMS

measurements are shown; magnification � 60.
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tion is documented clearly by a peculiar texture in one

corner of the cubic sector, as revealed by scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) CL imaging (Fig. 1c).

The texture appears as an interpenetrating structure

along the cuboidal surfaces, producing a saw-tooth-

like profile on the cubic interfaces. During the next

stage of growth, these ‘‘negative pits’’ covering the

cubic faces developed into pyramidal-shaped ones

(Fig. 1c). Following this transition, diamond growth

was dominated by planar, faceted growth. Negative

pits along the cuboidal surfaces of diamonds, grown

by a mixed mechanism, are described by Suzuki and

Lang (1976). They proposed that they are located on

the exits of dislocations, reflected by development

within the pits of a cell structure (‘‘cobble-stone

pavement’’ type). In diamond 1137 this structure is

revealed as the saw-tooth-like profile of Fig. 1c,

closely associated with narrow bright-yellow CL

zones.

2.3. Rim region

The rim region, of 170-Am thickness, is composed

of thin octahedral layers that exhibit no CL colour

apart from a few, very narrow, blue zones in the

middle (Figs. 1 and 2). This diamond region was

formed by a layer-by-layer mechanism of growth

similar to that commonly seen in other Yakutian

diamonds.

3. Analytical techniques

FTIR measurements were collected over the whole

plate on a 200-Am spaced 22� 22 point grid. These

data have been individually reduced to yield nitrogen

concentration and hydrogen peak area (at 1137 cm� 1)

data and aggregation temperatures, following the

methods described by Taylor et al. (1990), Taylor et

al. (1996), and Mendelssohn and Milledge (1995). For

determination of the 1aA nitrogen content an absorp-

tion coefficient of 160 at. ppm was used. A value of

750 at. ppm/mm has been used as the coefficient for

IaB aggregated nitrogen. This value was selected from

the range of 650–1000 at. ppm/mm given by Men-

delssohn and Milledge (1995). Use of these differing

values gives a difference of only 5 jC for calculated

mantle residence times.

N abundance and C and N isotope ratios were

measured for the diamond plate in situ via secondary

ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) using a Cameca IMS

6f ion microprobe (Hauri et al., 1999, in press). With

sufficient care given to instrument alignment and

standardisation, y13C in diamond can be determined

to F 0.6x (2r) total uncertainty (comprising F
0.4x analytical precision plus F 0.2x accuracy

from standards). All measurements were performed

with the standard and sample mounted in the same

analytical block to optimise performance. Reprodu-

cibility of y15N measurements can be as accurate as

F 2xdepending on N abundance, but standard het-

erogeneity currently limits the accuracy of y15N data

to F 6x (2r). For individual sample traverses, it

should be possible to resolve 2x relative varia-

tion in N isotopic composition. Nitrogen abundance

measurements, obtained during y15N measurements,

have an accuracy of F 10% and a detection limit of

0.5 ppm by weight. Detailed discussion of instru-

mental techniques are given in Hauri et al. (1999, in

press).

The multi-technique nature of this study allows

comparison of nitrogen abundance measurements by

SIMS and FTIR. It should be borne in mind that the

spatial resolution used for SIMS is finer than for FTIR

and that the vertical sampling scales of the FTIR and

SIMS measurements are vastly different. The FTIR

response is integrated from the entire thickness of the

diamond plate whereas the depth sampled by the ion-

microprobe beam is of the order of a few microns

maximum. For FTIR measurements, a given N abun-

dance represents the average of several growth zones,

which may have widely different N content and could

be measured individually only by SIMS (Harte et al.,

1999). Analyses sites for SIMS nitrogen measure-

ments, where fine-scale zoning was evident during

ion-imaging by SIMS, were specifically chosen as

high-N growth zones in order to give a maximum

signal for isotopic measurements. In this way, the

SIMS analytical sites were systematically different

from those likely to have been sampled by FTIR.

Comparison of in-situ SIMS N concentration deter-

minations with CL image brightness is complicated by

uncertainty in the exact correlation of analytical

locations for SIMS compared with the growth zones

revealed by CL due to the inability to view the spe-

cimen in CL mode.
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Fig. 3. Spatial distribution maps of nitrogen concentration, nitrogen aggregation state, and hydrogen concentration in diamond 1137 from FTIR

data. (a) Distribution of nitrogen concentration (at. ppm). (b) Distribution of B-defect nitrogen; scale in percent of total nitrogen as type 1aB

substitutional form; contours of central cross structure shown. (c) Relative hydrogen (3107 cm� 1 peak) distribution.
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4. Results

4.1. FTIR data: hydrogen and nitrogen abundance

and distribution, aggregation of nitrogen

N abundance as measured by FTIR provides a

good match with the internal structure of the 1137

diamond revealed by CL imaging. The core region has

the highest nitrogen content at 900–750 at. ppm,

which is virtually fully aggregated (close to pure type

1aB diamond) (Figs. 3a,b and 4). The cubic lobes of

the central cross have slightly higher nitrogen content

(900–850 at. ppm) relative to the octahedral sectors

(800–750 at. ppm).

Hydrogen content is unusually high and its distri-

bution follows the general pattern of nitrogen concen-

tration (Fig. 3c), being highest in the core and lowest

in the rim of the diamond. Within the core the highest

hydrogen concentrations are within the cubic sectors,

which also have the highest nitrogen concentrations.

In the outer zone of the core, hydrogen abundance is

lower and does not correlate with nitrogen variation

and sectorial structure.

Nitrogen abundances in the intermediate region of

the diamond are lower and relatively inhomogeneous.

In contrast to the core region, the concentration of

nitrogen in cubic lobes of the intermediate region is

lower (600–500 at. ppm) than in octahedral zones (700

at. ppm), and generally decreases in both sectors

towards the rim of the crystal. Aggregation of nitrogen

within both cubic and octahedral sectors in the inter-

mediate region is still very high as in the core area, i.e.,

Fig. 4. Plots of traverses AB–AC made by SIMS and FTIR across plate 1137. (a) Comparison of SIMS and FTIR nitrogen concentration

determinations, all data converted to ppm by weight. (b) Nitrogen aggregation state as determined by FTIR.
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close to 100% 1aB type (Figs. 3b and 4b). The hydro-

gen content of the intermediate region is low.

The rim region of the diamond has a generally dark

CL response and contains much lower levels of nitro-

gen than the core and intermediate regions (200–50

at. ppm). The rim region is also characterised by

variable but low states of nitrogen aggregation (Figs.

3b and 4b). The rim region might consist of fine

intergrowths of type I and type II diamond that are

integrated by the FTIR signal but picked out by the

finer sampling of the SIMS analysis. A narrow zone

of blue CL colour contains moderate nitrogen con-

centration (200 at. ppm), which is mainly poorly

aggregated (type IaA). Hydrogen contents (Fig. 3c)

are low in the rim region.

4.2. SIMS data: nitrogen content, carbon and nitrogen

isotope composition

Six SIMS traverses have been made across the

diamond plate (Fig. 2). Two main traverses, AB and

AC, across the core region of the cubic lobes of the

plate (Fig. 2) contain a complete set of SIMS data

(Table 1) and therefore are mostly used for interpre-

tation. Traverse DE along the second pair of cubic

sectors was made slightly off-centre and represents

mainly y13C SIMS measurements. Traverses FG and

HI cross the octahedral sectors (Table 1). Short

traverse KL and a few other points shown on Fig. 2

were analysed for carbon isotope composition only

(Table 1).

4.2.1. Correlation of N abundance and carbon

isotopes

In general, high nitrogen concentrations correlate

with the lightest carbon isotope compositions in the

majority of the traverses across the 1137 sample.

Traverse ‘AB’ (Fig. 2) crosses the first cubic sector

of the long diagonal spanning the diamond plate. It

displays a clear ‘‘centre-rim’’ trend with y13C increas-

ing from � 5x (core) to � 2.4x (rim), and a

corresponding decrease in nitrogen abundance by a

factor of 3, from 1440 to 468 ppm by weight (Fig.

5a,b). The continuation of this ‘‘centre-rim’’ traverse

along the second cubic sector (‘AC’ on Fig. 2) reveals

a similar trend. It starts with y13C of � 4.1xnot far

from the centre, fluctuates slightly in the intermediate

zones and terminates with a y13C value of � 3.5x

in the rim region (Table 1, Fig. 5a,b). The SIMS

measurement for the central region along the ‘AC’

traverse (point 7) was made slightly further from the

centre of the diamond growth compared with point 1

along the ‘AB’ traverse. The measurements within the

intermediate regions fluctuate slightly, but are in a

good agreement for both ‘AB’ and ‘AC’ traverses

(e.g., points 11 and 3), providing indirect support for

the estimates of precision and accuracy.

The ‘centre-rim’ measurements were made also

along the small diagonal of the plate (‘DE’ on Fig.

2; across the other pair of cubic sectors, inclined at

45j to the surface). This traverse does not show a

distinctive trend in carbon isotope composition,

although nitrogen contents decrease from the centre

to the intermediate area of the diamond (Table 1). The

position of these analytical points lies in an area of

mixed growth forms (cubic + octahedral) and this

could account for the lack of a clear trend for the

carbon and nitrogen isotopes. Additionally, few meas-

urements were taken along this traverse, and therefore

there is a lack of data for the rim zones.

The other traverse via the core through the sectors

of diamond composed by distinctive octahedral zones

(‘FG–HI’ on Fig. 2) displays a clear increase in y13C
with distance. It becomes heavier away from the core

to the inner rim region, but reverts back to the

isotopically light values within the outer rim (Table

1, Fig. 5d). From the core through the intermediate

and inner rim zones, y13C increases from � 7xto

� 3.2x. Within the outer rim zone y13C is similar to

that in the marginal parts of the diamond core

(� 5.2x), which possibly could be explained by

complex intergrowths of two different physical types

of diamond here. N abundance decreases from the

core towards the diamond rim within this octahedral

sector of growth (Fig. 5c).

4.2.2. Nitrogen abundances and nitrogen isotopic

compositions

In general, y15N values in diamond 1137 increase

with decreasing N abundance, in agreement with other

studies of variations within natural diamonds (Boyd et

al., 1992). The overall variation in nitrogen isotope

systematics shows the same general trend as for the

carbon isotopes. y15N values vary from being rela-

tively light in the core areas (� 3.6x) towards

generally heavier values in the rim ( > 1x, Fig. 5).
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Within this overall trend marked anomalies exist, such

as point 6 of the ‘AB’ traverse, 13a of traverse ‘AC’,

and 26 of traverse ‘HI’, which have highly positive

y15N ( + 9.3 to + 5.3 at. ppm, Table 1). Such extreme

N-isotopic fluctuations may be a function of the

complex intergrowth of type II diamond (dark in

CL) and type I that characterises the rim region in

this area. Such narrow, dark CL nitrogen-free zones of

Table 1

Primary SIMS C–N isotope and N abundance data for diamond 1137

Traverse Region Points y13C (x) y15N (x) N (ppm by weight)

AB via first cubic sector core 1 � 5 � 2.5 1540

(long diagonal of plate) core 1 repeat n.a. � 3.9 1340

core 1 av. � 5 � 3.2 1440

core 2 � 4.2 � 1.9 1150

intermediate 3 � 3.3 � 2.1 610

intermediate 3 repeat n.a. � 2.7 713

intermediate 3 av. � 3.3 � 2.4 661

intermediate 4 � 4.2 � 0.1 458

end of intermediate 5 � 2.7 1.1 769

rim 6 � 2.4 9.3 468

AC via second cubic sector core 7 � 4.1 � 3.4 1290

(long diagonal of plate) core 8 � 4.4 � 4 1320

intermediate 9 � 3.8 � 3.1 576

intermediate 10 � 3.4 � 2.9 676

intermediate 11 � 3.4 � 2.9 696

intermediate 12 � 4.4 � 4.3 463

end of intermediate 13 � 3.2 � 3.3 645

rim 13a � 3.4 8.6 262

rim 13b1 � 3.5 2.4 298

rim 13b2 � 3.5 � 1.5 444

DE via third cubic sector core 14 � 5.7 n.a. n.a.

(short diagonal of plate) core 15 � 5.7 � 3.8 1810

core 16 � 3.5 n.a. n.a.

intermediate 17 � 3.1 � 3.6 736

intermediate 18 � 5.6 n.a. n.a.

core 18a � 3.7 � 3 707

FG via octahedral zones core 19 � 7 � 3.9 1800

core 19 repeat n.a. � 3.3 1890

core 19 av. � 7 � 3.6 1845

core 20 � 5.4 n.a. n.a.

intermediate 21 � 4.6 n.a. n.a.

intermediate 22 � 4.8 n.a. n.a.

HI via octahedral zones core 23 � 4.4 n.a. n.a.

intermediate 24 � 4.3 �2.1 561

intermediate 25 � 3.2 806

rim 26 � 5.6 5.3 459

rim 27 � 5.2 � 3.9 788

KL via octahedral zones intermediate 28 � 2.9 n.a. n.a.

end of intermediate 29 � 3.4 n.a. n.a.

rim 30 � 2.5 n.a. n.a.

rim 31 � 2.5 n.a. n.a.

Other points intermediate 32 � 3.4 � 3.2 1300

intermediate 33 � 3.3 n.a. n.a.

intermediate 34 � 2.9 n.a. n.a.

Analytical precision: F 0.4xon y13C, F 2xon y15N, and F 1% ppm on N.

Total uncertainties (at 2r): F 0.6xon y13C, F 8xon y15N, and F 10% ppm on N.
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diamond are common within Yakutian diamonds

where an abrupt change of growth shape took place.

Similar characteristics are also regularly observed as

local zones surrounding syngenetic inclusions (Bula-

nova, 1995).

5. Discussion

5.1. Time/temperature constraints from FTIR data

The aggregation of nitrogen within the diamond

lattice is a function of both time and temperature (e.g.,

Evans and Harris, 1989; Taylor et al., 1990). If dia-

mond residence in the mantle is greater than 200 Ma

then the nitrogen aggregation state is relatively insen-

sitive to time and is best used as a thermometer

(summarised in Navon, 1999). Although effects such

as plastic deformation, impurities, and variation in

growth rates may have some effect on the aggregation

of N in diamond (Taylor et al., 1996), these effects are

not well constrained. For example, the highly aggre-

gated Argyle diamonds have an abundance of defor-

mation lamellae, however, there is not sufficient global

evidence recorded as yet to evaluate this possibility

systematically. These reservations notwithstanding,

nitrogen aggregation can be used to place some useful

constraints on the thermal history of diamonds. Here

we use the approach of Taylor et al. (1990) to calculate

the possible mantle residence temperature for sample

1137. Using a mantle residence time of c. 2.9 Ga,

estimated from Re–Os dating of P-type sulphide inclu-

sions in diamonds from the Udachnaya kimberlite,

Yakutia (Pearson et al., 1999), aggregation temper-

atures for the well-aggregated central region of 1137

have a mean of approximately 1360 jC. The less ag-

gregated rim region of 1137 gives a lower mean

temperature of 1160 jC.

Fig. 5. Nitrogen isotopic composition and nitrogen abundance from SIMS in individual traverses via the core of plate 1137. (a) Nitrogen

concentration distribution (ppm by weight) across AB–AC traverses. (b) Carbon and nitrogen isotope compositions for individual data points

across AB–AC traverses. (c) Nitrogen concentration distribution (ppm by weight) across FG–HI traverses. (d) Carbon and nitrogen isotope

compositional variation across the FG–HI traverses.
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The simplest explanation for the observed variation

in calculated mantle residence temperature from core

to rim is likely to be that the rim is a later, second

stage growth event that post-dated the formation of

the Core-Intermediate regions. This option is consis-

tent with the observed differences in carbon and

nitrogen isotope compositions between these regions.

5.2. Isotope trends and nitrogen distribution

We have observed consistent changes in nitrogen

content and nitrogen and carbon isotope composition

that correlate with the internal structure of the dia-

mond. The simplest explanation of these trends is that

they are a reflection of varying conditions during the

growth of this diamond. Therefore, it is important to

consider average isotopic compositions of discrete

crystallographic zones and sectors that are located

symmetrically around the centre of crystal growth,

so that we can examine general evolutionary trends

for the whole diamond during its growth.

5.2.1. Nitrogen abundance: comparison of FTIR and

SIMS results

Summarised FTIR and SIMS data for the main

traverses are presented as averages of measurements

within the same zones and growth sectors in Table 2

and on Fig. 4a. Despite the differences in the scale of

depth sampling between FTIR measurements (full-

plate width) and the ion-microprobe measurements (a

few microns of surface), both results are in agreement

in terms of showing the same general evolutionary

trends. Nevertheless, when all the data are calculated

using the same units, i.e., converting the FTIR abun-

dances to ppm by weight from at. ppm, the absolute

values of nitrogen from SIMS measurements in the

core diamond zones are approximately 1.5 times higher

than those from FTIR (Table 2, Fig. 4a). This difference

can be explained by the combination of nonisometric

internal zoning of the diamond and the large difference

in vertical sampling scale of FTIR and SIMS.

The cubic zones along the long diagonal of the

central diamond section are not manifested on the other

side of the plate (Fig. 1a,b). Hence, an FTIR measure-

ment of the highest N cubic sector shown on the central

surface of the plate will also integrate and be diluted by

the lower N octahedral sector below the surface. In

contrast, measurement by SIMS of the top cubic sector

will sample only the upper, highest in N cubic sector of

the diamond. This situation will lead to a systematic

bias towards higher N concentration values for the

SIMS measurements as evident in Fig. 4a.

In other situations where a higher N content sector

underlies an upper surface cut through a lower N

content sector, the FTIR measurement will lead to

higher N concentrations than the SIMS measurement,

as in the case of the intermediate area of the diamond

(Fig. 4a). Where different types of diamond are inter-

grown on a fine scale within the ‘‘saw-tooth’’ like

texture corner of the diamond (points 5 and 13, Table

2, Fig. 2), SIMS measurements are grossly different

from FTIR nitrogen abundance measurements.

Thus, for diamonds showing complex nonisomet-

ric cubo-octahedral growth zonation such as 1137, we

would expect systematic biases to be evident between

SIMS and FTIR N abundance measurements, depend-

ing on the regions of the crystal analysed. This com-

plicates comparison of the two techniques.

A similar case was found by Harte et al. (1999) for

several different Southern African diamonds. Because

the SIMS measurement points sample individual

growth zones, the SIMS results may be subject to

more variability. It is also possible that additional N is

present in non-centro symmetrical molecules that

would not have an FTIR response. This possibility

still needs investigation; there is no record in the

literature of such studies. Despite these complications

and discrepancies, comparison of FTIR and SIMS

nitrogen abundance measurements of the sectorial

diamond 1137 appears in better general agreement

than for similar measurements made in the complex

specimens studied by Harte et al. (1999).

5.2.2. Correlations: N abundance and aggregation—

carbon and nitrogen isotopes

Previous in-situ studies of nitrogen and carbon

isotope variation within noncoated diamonds have

generally found little correlation between nitrogen

content and carbon isotope composition (Harte and

Otter, 1992; Harte et al., 1999; Fitzsimons et al.,

1999). Some limited variations in carbon isotope

compositions were recorded in specimens from Kof-

fiefontein, South Africa (Harte et al., 1999), and

George Creek, USA (Fitzsimons et al., 1999). Where

variations do occur, they tend to be sharp, and occur

across growth banding.
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Table 2

Summary of isotope and N abundance (ppm by weight) data for diamond 1137

SIMS data FTIR data

Traverse Average

of points

Region CL colour Location Shape y13C
(x)

y15N
(x)

N

(ppm)

N

(ppm)

IaB

(%)

IaA

(%)

AB–AC (1–13a) across cubic sectors 1 and 7 core green-blue core-1 (inner) cubo-octahedral � 4.55 � 3.3 1365 928 100 0

(long diagonal of plate) 2 and 8 core green-blue core-2 (outer) cubo-octahedral � 4.3 � 2.95 1235 869 100 0

9 intermediate yellow cubic lobes start cubo-octahedral � 3.8 � 3.1 576 828 100 0

3, 10, 11 intermediate yell.-green cubic lobes mid. cubo-octahedral � 3.4 � 2.73 677 689 100 0

4 and 12 intermediate yell.-green cubic lobes end cubo-octahedral � 4.3 � 2.2 460 512 100 0

5 and 13 end of intermediate blue ‘‘saw-tooth’’ corner octahedral � 2.9 � 1.1 707 302 97 3

6 and 13a rim blue rim-2 (2d. inner) octahedral � 2.9 8.95 556 127 32 68

13b1, 13b2 rim dark rim-3 (outer) octahedral � 3.3 0.5 371 0 n.a. n.a.

DE (14–18) across cubic sectors 14 core green-blue core-1 (inner) cubo-octahedral � 5.7 n.a. n.a. 937 100 0

(short diagonal of the plate) 15 and 18a core green-blue core-2 (outer) cubo-octahedral � 4.7 � 3.4 1258 824 100 0

16 intermediate yell.-blue core-2 end cubo-octahedral � 3.5 n.a. n.a. 801 100 0

17 intermediate blue cubic lobe start cubo-octahedral � 3.1 � 3.6 736 674 100 0

18 intermediate blue octahedral zone octahedral � 5.6 n.a. n.a. 726 100 0

FG–HI (19–27, 32) via 19 core blue core-1 (inner) cubo-octahedral � 7 � 3.6 1845 810 100 0

octahedral zones 20 core blue core-2 (outer) cubo-octahedral � 5.1 n.a. n.a. 661 100 0

21 and 32 intermediate blue intermediate octahedral � 3.4 � 3.2 1300 760 100 0

23 intermediate blue intermediate octahedral � 4.4 n.a. n.a. 757 100 0

24 intermediate end blue intermediate end octahedral � 4.3 � 2.1 561 533 100 0

25 rim dark rim-1 (1st. inner) octahedral � 3.2 1 806 131 99.9 0.1

26 rim blue rim-2 (2d. inner) octahedral � 5.6 5.3 459 194 37 63

27 rim dark rim-3 (outer) octahedral � 5.2 � 3.9 788 219 37 63
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Carbon and nitrogen isotope compositions and

nitrogen concentrations in Yakutian diamond 1137

are considerably more systematic than in the studies

mentioned above in that they vary smoothly and

systematically within the core and intermediate re-

gions. These variations are expressed by an increase

in y13C and y15N, and decrease of N content and

aggregation away from the diamond core (Table 2,

Fig. 6). In these parts of the diamond, growth occurred

in a sectorial manner and the isotopic differences

Fig. 6. Summary of general trends of nitrogen concentration, nitrogen and carbon isotopic compositions for SIMS analyses across traverses

AB–AC via core of diamond plate 1137; black squares—core; white squares—intermediate; and grey squares—rim regions data. Error bars

(2r) are shown for analytical precision and are F 0.4xfor y13C, F 2xfor y15N, and F 1% for N. Accuracy due to variation within the

analytical standards would be an additional source of uncertainty and amounts to total estimated absolute errors of F 0.2xfor y13C,F 6xfor

y15N, and F 10% for N. (a) Nitrogen concentration (ppm by weight) versus y13C. (b) Nitrogen concentration (ppm by weight) versus y15N. (c)
y13C versus y15N.
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could reflect those generated during the initial growth

of the diamond, perhaps by a progressively evolving

growth medium. The regular elemental and isotopic

systematics of the central and intermediate region

suggest that post-growth processes such as nitrogen

aggregation or diffusion within the diamond crystal

have not had any significant effects. In contrast,

isotopic compositions in the rim region, in particular

nitrogen isotopes, vary considerably (Fig. 6) over

short distances and may be caused by different pro-

cesses to those that caused the isotopic variations in

the core and rim regions.

Nitrogen is the most abundant impurity in diamond

and appears to behave as a compatible element

because it enters the diamond lattice as single atoms

isomorphously substituting for carbon atoms (Smith et

al., 1959). It forms many structural defects which are

responsible for diamond physical properties (Sobolev,

1978). Therefore, nitrogen should partition into the

growing diamond crystal, although there is some

doubt regarding the exact level of compatibility (Car-

tigny et al., 2001). Whether nitrogen is compatible or

incompatible, its concentration can be used as an

indicator of the degree of fluid remaining during

diamond crystallisation if we assume that any suite

of samples, or individual samples, crystallise from an

evolving fluid (Hutchison et al., 1998). The decrease

of N content and increase of y13C and y15N during the

formation of the core and intermediate regions of

diamond 1137 are suggestive of the compatible

behaviour of nitrogen during continuous growth

event, with isotopic fractionation occurring during

crystallisation in a closed system. Deines (1980) and

Deines et al. (1989) have modelled the expected

relationships between nitrogen concentration and

carbon isotopes for diamond growth from a mixed

C–N–H–O–S vapour source under varying P–T and

fO2
conditions. The changing speciation of the fluid

under these conditions can cause up to 4xvariation

in carbon and nitrogen isotopes over limited ranges of

fO2
. This is the magnitude of isotopic variation

observed for the trends within the core and interme-

diate region of 1137 (Table 2), and hence their ap-

plicability is explored below as a possible cause of

the observed variability in 1137.

Within the context of thermodynamic models

(Deines, 1980; Deines et al., 1989), if we consider

only carbon isotope variations, the trend to heavier

carbon isotopic compositions within 1137 could be a

simple reflection of the composition of a C–H–N–O

fluid phase from which the diamond was possibly

formed. Progressively increasing y13C values are

predicted for diamond precipitation from a CO2-rich

fluid where significant amounts of the fluid are being

consumed. The picture is more complicated when

variations in both carbon isotope compositions and

nitrogen abundance are considered. The progressive

variation in carbon isotope composition towards more

positive values of y13C from the core to intermediate

region of 1137 might be related to fractionation

factors caused by increasing fO2
within the growth

environment (e.g., Deines, 1980). However, such a

change in y13C, resulting from a change in fO2
, should

be accompanied by an increase in nitrogen concen-

tration (Deines et al., 1989), and this is not observed

in 1137 diamond (Fig. 6). In addition, a lowering of

fO2
in the growth environment should also translate

into a negative correlation between y13C and y15N.
Such correlations are crudely defined in some dia-

monds from Mbuji Mayi, Zaire (Javoy et al., 1984),

but are the opposite of the positive correlation ob-

served for sample 1137 (Fig. 6). Therefore, the coupled

carbon and nitrogen isotope systematics of the Core

and Intermediate regions of diamond 1137 are not

consistent with formation from a C–H–N–O fluid

phase within the framework of the models proposed by

Deines and coworkers.

The rim region of 1137 is more remarkable for the

large, erratic changes observed in nitrogen isotope

composition over very short length-scales (Fig. 6).

Nitrogen isotopes in the rim range up to very heavy

y15N values ( + 9x). Such heavy nitrogen isotope

compositions are generally uncommon in natural

diamonds studied previously (Boyd et al., 1987; Boyd

and Pillinger, 1994; Cartigny et al., 1997; 1998a,b;

1999; Deines et al., 1989; Bulanova et al., 1999).

Similar heavy nitrogen isotope compositions are

reported for many Argyle diamonds (van Heerden,

1993; van Heerden et al., 1995) and for some cores of

coated diamonds from the Congo (Boyd et al., 1987).

Recently, SIMS measurements have revealed compa-

rably heavy nitrogen isotope compositions within

other Siberian diamonds, in zones consisting of fine

sub-zones of different physical types (Hauri et al.,

1999). For example, an octahedral core region of

eclogitic diamond 1013 (Mir pipe) displayed highly
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variable nitrogen abundances (14–1153 ppm by

weight) over short distances and was extremely inho-

mogeneous in carbon and nitrogen isotopes (Hauri

et al., in press ). In sample 1013, y13C in the core

area varied from � 8.8x to + 1.7x and y15N
from � 12.9xto + 5.3x, but without any system-

atic correlation between the two isotope systems.

In samples 1137 and 1013 studied by Hauri et al.

(in press), positive y15N values appear to correlate

with diamond areas composed of fine intergrowths be-

tween diamond of different physical properties. The

magnitude of these isotopic variations is far greater

than those expected from isotopic fractionation due

to changes such as in temperature or fO2
during

solid–fluid equilibria.

Several alternative suggestions may explain the

isotope and nitrogen concentration systematics of the

rim region of 1137. Rim growth may have occurred

rapidly and it is possible that isotope fractionation, in

particular nitrogen, could have been affected by

kinetic processes overriding thermodynamic consid-

erations at the crystal surface, especially when nitro-

gen concentrations were at low levels. The most

fractionated, heaviest nitrogen isotope compositions

correspond to the lowest nitrogen concentrations,

suggesting the possibility that kinetic effects might

have been more dominant when N-bearing species

were most dispersed.

Alternatively, it is possible that the sudden changes

towards much heavier nitrogen isotope compositions

in the rim area reflect a rapidly changing source of N-

bearing species, with the isotopically heavier source

being less rich in nitrogen. This nitrogen source has

y13C values that are generally heavier than the canon-

ical mantle range of � 5xto � 6xand has C–N

isotope characteristics that could be consistent with

subducted crustal nitrogen. This hypothesis cannot

presently be substantiated from any other evidence.

An additional possibility is that the rim region of the

diamond was a much later addition and grew from

fluids unrelated to those that were parental to the main

diamond mass.

Finally, extreme isotopic and nitrogen abundance

variations over short length-scales in sample 1137

could have resulted from post-growth processes such

as nitrogen aggregation. Post-growth nitrogen aggre-

gation is common for octahedral growth zones within

diamonds, creating narrow sub-zones of 1aA and

N-free (type II) diamond. In the Yakutian diamonds

studied so far, nitrogen isotopes in such complex

zones of differing aggregation have very variable

nitrogen isotope compositions and associated heavy

y15N values. This also appears to be the case for

Western Australian diamonds (van Heerden, 1993;

van Heerden et al., 1995).

The tendency for nitrogen atoms in the diamond

lattice to aggregate upon heating into forms with

much higher activation energies than single nitrogen

atoms has the effect of greatly reducing diffusion rates

(Harte et al., 1999) and making this process an

unlikely candidate for effective isotopic fractionation.

In addition, it is difficult to see why such a process

should create mostly isotopically heavy regions, with-

out the complimentary isotopically light regions being

evident, unless we have not sampled them.

Almost all the carbon–nitrogen isotope values

for diamond 1137 lie within the global peridotitic

y13C–y15N field for diamonds (Fig. 7). Cartigny et al.

(2001) have recently compiled the majority of pub-

Fig. 7. General carbon and nitrogen isotopic trends for sample 1137

compared with worldwide fields for the carbon and nitrogen isotope

composition of diamonds. Additional data from Boyd and Pillinger

(1994), Cartigny et al. (1998a,b, 1999), Bulanova et al. (1999), and

Shelkov et al. (in press).
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lished data for over 1200 analyses of macro diamonds

that have been investigated for both carbon isotopes

and nitrogen abundance. Our examination of the

relationship between y13C and nitrogen concentration

for all available data (Cartigny et al., 2001) reveals that

approximately 90% of diamonds are located within a

restricted compositional field defining a relatively

narrow carbon isotope range, within which the 1137

trend lies (Fig. 8). This predominant relationship

between y13C and nitrogen concentration is largely

composed of peridotitic diamonds with some isotopi-

cally heavy eclogitic and fibrous diamonds (Fig. 7).

Cartigny et al. (2001) proposed that individual suites

contain diamond populations showing subvertical

trends of varying N-abundance at constant y13C result-

ing from kinetic processes related to very slow dia-

mond growth (‘‘slow growth fractionation’’ in

Cartigny et al.’s, 2001 terminology). Data for sample

1137 follow this same pattern, but although the

decrease in nitrogen abundance is by a factor of 4

and covers approximately 1/3 of the total range of N

variation in the worlds’ diamonds, there is a very

subtle change in carbon isotopes to slightly heavier

compositions (Fig. 8). We tentatively suggest that this

trend might be representative of the slow carbon

fractionation for diamonds growing from CO2-bearing

mantle melts/fluids.

5.3. Comparison to synthetic diamond

From the measurements made so far, there appears

to be no significant or consistent fractionation of

carbon or nitrogen isotopes between the cubic and

octahedral growth sectors of this natural diamond.

Such observation contrasts with the marked difference

in nitrogen isotope composition observed between the

cubic and octahedral growth sectors of a synthetic

diamond by Boyd et al. (1988).

The isotopic fractionation measured in synthetic

diamonds can be readily explained by the dramatic

differences in the processes of diamond growth in

nature compared with high P–T experiments. In

natural diamonds, cuboid growth in the stability

region where octahedral faces are stable is character-

ised by unfaceted/hummocky growth. In contrast,

synthetic diamonds exhibit true cubic (faceted/tangen-

tial) growth (Pal’yanov et al., 1997). The development

of habit in synthetic diamonds is controlled by the

relative surface free energies of the cubic and octahe-

dral faces, which is a function of P–T. It is possible

that the difference in surface free energies causes the

marked fractionation observed in synthetic diamonds

(Boyd et al., 1988), but this effect is absent during

diamond growth in nature because true cubic faces

never develop. The lack of significant and systematic

Fig. 8. Carbon isotope and nitrogen abundance trend for sample 1137 compared to worldwide data summarised by Cartigny et al. (2001).
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carbon or nitrogen isotopic fractionation in the sector-

growth diamond studied here provides further support

for a surface-free energy effect controlling isotopic

fractionation in synthetic diamonds.

6. Conclusions

We have performed the first comprehensive study

of the carbon and nitrogen isotopic systematics of a

natural diamond with sectorial growth. The sample

has a graphite ‘‘seed’’ inclusion enriched in K, Ca, Ti,

Rb, and Sr, which suggests the diamond may have

grown from a carbonate melt/fluid interacting with

upper mantle rocks.

Distinctive isotopic trends have been found,

expressed by an increase in y13C and y15N values

and a decrease of nitrogen concentrations and nitrogen

aggregation from the core region towards the inter-

mediate zones of the diamond. The formation of the

mixed-habit growth sectors, comprising the core and

intermediate regions of the diamond, most likely took

place during a continuous event with progressive

isotopic fractionation of carbon and nitrogen accom-

panied by cooling. The progressive trends in nitrogen

concentration and aggregation, in addition to those

shown by carbon and nitrogen isotopes within the

sectorial core and intermediate areas of 1137, are

believed to reflect diamond growth from an evolving

fluid medium.

The isotopic trends in the core-intermediate regions

of 1137 differ from the trends of decreasing y13C and

increasing y15N, which are suggested to arise from

isotopic fractionation during diamond growth in cer-

tain other diamond suites described by Cartigny et al.

(1998a). Neither are the trends predicted from ther-

modynamic modelling of fluid–solid equilibria in a

C–N–O–H-bearing system due to changes in param-

eters such as fO2
(Deines, 1980; Deines et al., 1989).

The origin of the isotopic variations observed within

1137 diamond is therefore difficult to explain in the

frame of existing models.

Within the rim region of 1137, where growth was

entirely octahedral, there are more dramatic and non-

systematic variations in nitrogen abundance, nitrogen

aggregation, and nitrogen isotopic compositions. Sev-

eral explanations may exist for these phenomena,

including kinetic effects during growth of the rim

diamond under different conditions from those of the

core-intermediate regions, rapidly changing fluid

sources during diamond growth, or growth of the

rim during a later event, from a different fluid source.

Harte et al. (1999) have argued that diffusion

processes within some diamonds have affected their

carbon isotope compositions as a result of storage at

mantle temperatures over billion-year time scales. The

isotopic variations recorded by this and other Yakutian

diamonds (Hauri et al., 1999), some having mantle

residence times estimated at c. 3 Ga (Pearson et al.,

1999), indicate that diffusion has not eradicated iso-

topic signatures reflecting processes operating during

diamond growth. This may suggest a different thermal

history between diamonds from Yakutia and other

cratonic areas such as the Kaapvaal craton. In this

regard, thermobarometry estimates of the geotherm

beneath the Siberian craton indicate that it may be

anomalously cool compared to other cratons such as

Kaapvaal (Griffin et al., 1991).

Measurements made in this study of a natural

sectorially zoned diamond reveal no significant or

consistent fractionation of carbon or nitrogen isotopes

between the cubic and octahedral growth sectors.

Such contrasts with marked difference in nitrogen

isotope composition between the cubic and octahedral

growth sectors of a synthetic diamond were observed

by Boyd et al. (1988). We ascribe these variations to

differences between the processes of diamond growth

in nature compared with high P–T experiments.

Further work is needed to establish if the results

obtained for diamond 1137 are typical for the Yaku-

tian diamond population. The significant within-dia-

mond isotopic variations found in 1137 and other

Siberian diamonds (Hauri et al., 1999; Bulanova et al.,

1999), together with those evident in the diamonds

described by Harte et al. (1999) and Fitzsimons et al.

(1999), illustrate the potential and the need for in-situ

carbon and nitrogen isotopic measurements if we are

to identify the growth media and conditions of dia-

monds worldwide.
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